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INTRODUCTION

Citizen Conflict is a free-to-play, team-based 
shooter game set in the dystopian world of 
Ether Islands, where every match is fight for 
survival and valuable loot! The upcoming 
AAA experience is built in Unreal Engine 5 by 
the gaming industry veterans and pro e-
sport players to deliver highly competitive 
product for everybody. This world will either 
break you or make you and it is only up to 
you to become a legend and rule your way. 
Hone your skills, level up, upgrade your gear 
and win big in PVP tournaments. Real you is 
not enough.
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world and story

In the early 2030s humanity realized that if it doesn't unite in an effort to tackle the climate crisis, its 
consequences could threaten human survival on planet Earth. Decision had been made to establish 
a planetary government that would rule over all nations of Terra. Some countries joined willingly, 
some were forced to join under a threat of a complete exclusion from international trade, travel and 
financial system. “Common degrowth plan” with very harsh measures was adopted. It was supposed 
to reduce the whole economy and transform it from a growth driven to sustainable, circular, and 
much more local.



The plan worked mostly because many people on the planet had already experienced some kind of 
disaster caused by the changing climate and they understood the necessity. But not everyone 
welcomed the change. There were some who opposed the plan, and were not willing to adapt to the 
new way of living, which focused on the whole rather than on the individual, on common prosperity 
rather than personal gain. They decided to unite and formed a society, a militant and very powerful 
group that started organizing attacks against the Terra government efforts. They called themselves 
“The Order of Meta”. The leaders of The Order were people coming mostly from the very top levels 
of society, old rich families used to wielding huge influence, people who were not willing to cut on 
their immense power and wealth.

ether island
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Along these developments the evolution of computing, robotics and technology was unstoppable. 
Technology was deeply embedded into everyday lives. AI was used in every aspect of life and was 
bringing transformations to society that were even more detrimental than those of global warming. 
Financial systems were changing as well and by 2050 pretty much the whole world was using 
cryptocurrencies. It was at this time that quantum computers reached singularity. The technology 
inevitably came into the hands of rebels. They brought the whole crypto market down, as the 
algorithms of crypto-currencies were not able to withstand such attack. The world has never seen 
such a crash. The only currency that survived was CCASH.



As the rebels brought the whole world down, they went down with it. Everyone simply became much 
poorer, even the really rich ones. The Terra government imposed strict rules on the use of AI, and it 
was not allowed to merge AI with humans. Quantum computing and AI were perceived similarly to 
nuclear fission - a very powerful and dangerous invention that needed to be handled with utmost 
caution.



The Order didn’t like it. They saw a huge potential in connecting humans with technology. They 
started demanding that the government give them a place where they can live by their own rules. 
The government agreed. They were given a place to live, an island, big enough to house millions of 
people, away from the population, where they were allowed to live by their own rules. There were a 
few conditions though. Once they had left, neither them nor their prodigies were allowed to come 
back. They will not interfere with the world outside. The world will supply them with fresh food, and 
natural materials such wood and rubber. And islanders agreed to accept anyone who chose to leave 
Terra and join them in their world.



They named the place Ether Island, but everyone would call it Metropolit - by its greedy capital. The 
people who originally started Metropolit were not all from the same background or class. There were 
the rich, who didn’t want to give up their influence, ex stock brokers, big corporate managers, 
politicians, but also doctors, scientists, celebrities. And then there were those, who just loved chaos, 
money, power and thrill, who loved to gamble and to oppress - criminals, gang lords, people who 
used to benefit from the flawed system that prevailed on Earth before the moral renaissance. They 
had fun playing the game, were good at it and wanted to continue playing. So they created their own 
private casino, where the survival of the fittest would rule.



Meanwhile the rest of the planet was engaging in a massive consciousness transformation. There 
were still more and more people who have reached a level where they were able to transform reality 
to their liking, and to the uninitiated this seemed like magic. There was a new class of “magos”, 
consciousness workers who were fully engaged in educating humanity with the knowledge many 
thought was long lost, and traced back to the times of the building of the pyramids. Some of them 
turned to the dark side however, these were the Brujos. They would later play a role in the hiding of 
Ether Island.

world and story
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District 10 is the biggest, the most desolate of all places on Ether island. Life just sucks in 
Outerlands. Those few unable losers that got stuck here toil in mines all their lives. The money they 
get is just enough for them to survive on some disgusting synthetic food. The mines are owned by 
Korpo syndicate. Primarily metals are extracted here and they are processed in the factories of D7.



Almost everyone hates it here and they will do all they can to raise their ranking and get away from 
this scorching desolate hell. And to do that you simply have to cheat, bullshit, abuse and kill, if needs 
be. District 10 used to be a traveling hub, a place where all the airplanes from Terra would land and 
bring the first wave of people who settled Ether Island, and later those who had listened to the 
promises of their propaganda. But also those who remembered why Ether Island came to be in the 
first place, and that just couldn’t stand the peace and regulations of Terra. Then the island was 
hidden, so the airport was of no use any more. Except for the runway, where now mad drag races 
take place.



There is a community of thugs around those races, and they scavenge for what is left of old 
airplanes, that are all left here to rust. They build old-school combustion engines and use fuel made 
in old oil refineries that are still in place here as well. It’s a hell lot of fun. Especially when they play 
chicken. Drag races are not the only fun in Outerlands though. There’s a pass in the mountains to the 
north bordering New Vegas and high ranking citizens come through, when they get bored of all that 
fake glitter and sensory pleasures of New Vegas…



They’d built a ring here and come with their nice cars and race, mad wasted on drugs and alcohol, 
wreaking havoc on the people living here. It’s also a good place to get rid of bodies no one ever 
needs to find. Other than that, Outerlands is the most desperate place on the whole island, full of old 
crumbling architecture. The biggest of them all is an old bridge connecting the Outerlands and the 
city with a tunnel. But it’s out of use as it was infested with dark things, after the bio-modifications 
and experiments with toxic waste had begun in District 9.

district 10 outerlands

Difficulty of Survival Quality of Life Average Citizen Lifespan

9/10 1/10

District Color Scheme Supplementing ColorsDominant Colors

39 years
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Resources:

There are multiple minerals to find like stone, iron, or some more rare minerals like gold or even oil 
and the rarest mineral the diamond which is more of a endgame material. Some of them require a 
more advanced and heavy tech to mine or better factories to process them. A lot of wealthy people 
from the downtown tend to build mines here to get the rare minerals and also because of the cheap 
manpower. Basic life necessary things like food and water are luxury and they are all being imported 
from the city.



Social:

The people here represent the poorest community of the game world. Very few people live here 
that's why it's also known as no man's land. Everyone wants to get out of this miserable place to 
start a brighter fut ure, but not every one of them succeeds and is forced to stay here. Life here is 
very har d, to survive people are forced to work in mines and oil towers for rich people from the 
downtown just so they can afford to buy water and some food. Social life in this district is composed 
of cheap bars and people who love to watch fights to death in a local fight arena.



Transport:

The only real roads in here are to the higher districts and mines for the rich ones. All the other roads 
are dusty and hard to access. There is only one public transport station leading to the next district of 
the city. Be aware that the district borders are carefully watched and you can't get out there so eas 
ily.



Fauna and flora:

Since this district is mostly just desert there is almost no vegetation except some cactuses, dry 
grass, few bushes and a few palms to spot here and there. There are also just a few animals to spot 
during the day like scorpions and snakes but at night there are hyenas and other dangerous animals 
coming out of their hiding places so players have to be careful.

district 10 outerlands
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Not a promised land really. Much more inhabited and “developed” than Outerlands, it is still a 
shithole. All the trash from the island gets dumped here, so the place just SMELLS. And it’s not just 
trash, all the loser human scum that’s dumm enough to get caught by local police ends up in a prison 
here. Prisoners are then used as workers in mines. Many don’t last for too long. It’s a good strategy 
to keep the population growth in check, so to say. A lot of cyborgs and wannabe mercenaries come 
to this place as well, as there’s a training ground here for fighting robots of Korpo, a gun shooting 
range and a training facility for anyone who can afford it. Many come here to hone their skill with a 
gun. It’s usually worth it.



There is a slum on the northern side of the hills, and it is one of the oldest settlements of the island, 
made up of people who had listened to the sweet promises of Ether propaganda, but never lived to 
see their naive dreams come true. So here are the people stuck in poverty, despair and violence. 
Majority of the people make a living as trash pickers, scavengers and thieves. Sometimes, you can 
find some really interesting stuff in the trash hordes on the shore. The streets are swarmed with 
petty gangs causing a lot of violence, and murders are common. Midnight syndicate calls this place 
a home. They come here to recruit young men for street combats in higher districts, and also girls to 
dance in the clubs and work in brothels of New Vegas. So yes, some make it out.



But the main source of income is indigo. This magical substance was discovered on the shore, and 
it’s a byproduct of a special kind of sea-urchin - it is found in their discarded shells, but they have to 
be fresh. This substance has two forms. A pure one, unchanged, has the power to alter the time, 
when consumed and gives special psychic abilities. It also improves the connection between the 
brain and the computer, which is used when transforming people into cyborgs. The low and much 
cheaper form is doge, and this is the stuff sold on the streets. It makes the virtual reality feel realer 
than real, and many people on Ether island became addicted to it. It gives you a power boost and 
increases your senses. All three syndicates take part in the trade and production of doge, and 
there’s a never ending war over domination. However only the Arcadyans know the secrets of 
extracting the pure form, and only the highest class citizens ever get the chance to use it.

district 9 vaporwaves

Difficulty of Survival Quality of Life Average Citizen Lifespan

8/10 1/10

District Color Scheme Supplementing ColorsDominant Colors

41 years
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Environment:

The only sign of flora in Vaporwaves is dead grass fighting its way through the concrete. The only 
animals here are rats feasting on the bodies of gang victims.



Resources:

Harvesting of indigo / doge. As this district is run by gangs, there is a big black market where you 
can get drugs, weapons, special technology and so much more. This is also a place where you 
should go if you want to get an “upgrade”, but it might or might not work out as you would envision. 
Highest caution is needed when doing business here.



Social:

Lot of gangs, mostly smaller. Thieves, murders, all kinds of human scum. Poor people who have 
never made it further, but also those coming from higher districts for improvements and to look for 
things on the black market. Midnight syndicate also comes here to look for people to fight in 
combats and for girls to dance in clubs.



Transport:

There are roads connecting the whole district, and there is also a metro station. Only gang members 
have cars, most ordinary people are scared to use them since then they are considered a threat to 
other gangs. However people create their own home-made vehicles and “bikes”.

district 9 vaporwaves
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Welcome to the underground of Metropolit. At the beginning, when Ether Island was still a different 
place, people from the city would come to Southmoon to chill and hang out. There was a theme park, 
a water park, people would come and swim in a single sweetwater reservoir that was created thanks 
to a dam supplying clean energy to the whole island. It also enabled irrigation and farming that would 
give fresh food to the people of the city. This didn’t really last too long, as it was pretty boring for 
people in charge, plus there’s only so much profit you can make from ice cream. So the slides and 
carousel wheels soon went down the drain. Profit is the most important and only goal here and 
everything is subjected to it. Korpo built factories and production plants above the dam, taking up the 
majority of energy and water, and started releasing all the toxins into the river. Soon there was pretty 
much nothing left for the district beyond the dam. The farm dried out and the reservoir has turned 
into a smoking deadly pit that no one in their right mind would ever put their finger into. The little 
fresh water and energy that was left was redirected into a town that’s sitting on the edge of the dam. 
But you can’t escape the toxicity of the lake down the hill, and so the town is always covered in weird 
vapors and the air possesses an eerie greenish hue, and though some days are better than others, 
you need an air filtration system to survive here.



So with all the original economy virtually gone to zero, Southmoon had to find a new way. And it did. 
People from Hackhunters syndicate saw an opportunity here. They soon found out that the toxic 
water possessed some very interesting qualities. When processed accordingly and combined with 
humans, it was bringing amazing results. Of course, there were many “mistakes” that happened along 
the way, but people were still willing to subject themselves to HH scientists for body modification 
experiments. Most of them had nothing to lose anyway.



They created different types of mutants, and some of them they would sell to the rich in D1, some of 
them they would use for their own purposes. They also have their own secret harbor that they use for 
trading with other districts, but mainly with Arcadya. It is close to the old harbor that used to serve as 
a connection point between Terra and Ether Island, but just like the airport is now out of use and full 
of rusting stranded ships. It’s a great source of iron and other materials for scavengers, so bountiful in 
South Moon.

district 8 southmoon

Difficulty of Survival Quality of Life Average Citizen Lifespan

9/10 2/10

District Color Scheme Supplementing ColorsDominant Colors

27 years
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Environment:

Everything is dominated by green vapors and toxicity. You can find here a variety of radioactive 
glowing plants growing in the dark sewers, plenty of mutated animals and thousands of rats crawling 
around.



Resources:

South Moon is not very popular among anyone. The only reason why people visit this place are 
human modifications.



Social:

It’s not easy to live here and no one stays here by choice. Due to pollution, many people were forced 
to modify their bodies to survive, and others were mutated by the exposure to toxins. There are many 
diseases and people are dying due to unprofessional body modifications and infections. The people 
here would die if there was not the Doctor. When he came he started healing people and helping 
them. He became the most loved person in the district.



Transport:

There are also 2 metro stations connecting the district with Vapowaves and Whaleland. Other than 
that, you don’t really want to go down to the toxic waters, so people stay away. Hackhunters 
syndicate are using a small harbor on the coast to trade with District 1.

District from opposite perspective:

Rich people of Metropolit don’t give a damn about Southmoon and its people, nor about the pollution 
the factories are causing. The only reason they haven’t abandoned this place till now is the mutations 
done by HH syndicate and sometimes, they also seek out The Doctor.

district 8 southmoon
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The first district built after the Settlement, and the only one that survived in its original form, at least in 
some way. It is a city above a city, a mutli-layer world where the poorest ones have to endure life at 
the lowest levels of this town, with trash falling from higher levels. The ones who have made some 
money moved to upper levels of this crazy town. There are a lot of workers here and almost everyone 
works in the factories here.



It used to be a normal town, but then more and more people were lured by the promise of Ether Island, 
and everyone who came was greedier and lustier than the ones before them. And there wasn’t enough 
space, and so many people who came got stuck in Whaleland for far too long. Some because they 
realized they might have made a mistake leaving Terra. It wasn’t easy to get further, to get richer. 



The people who owned factories and plants were not really interested in making their workers rich. 
But many who came to Ether Island were inherently able and cunny. If you made it to Whaleland you 
probably weren’t a complete moron and you already understood that if you play by the rules you won’t 
make it anywhere. And the streets of Whaleland are sooo full of possibilities if you were a sociopath. 
The whole island for that matter.



Environment:

Whaleland is very distinct from other districts mainly because of its outdated almost soviet 
architecture. Since there is not enough land to build on, people tend to build extensions on top of the 
actual panel houses, and then those structures can reach insane heights or crazy shapes. The 
weather here is very rainy. Because of that almost all the metals here are rusty. You can see people 
smoking on their balconies and kids playing in the rain. In the scruffy parts of the district you can see 
some moss growing, maybe some grass, or even a few flowers during the summer. Many families here 
own cats or dogs so you can sometimes see them walking them on the sidewalks.


district 7 whaleland

Difficulty of Survival Quality of Life Average Citizen Lifespan

6/10 3/10

District Color Scheme Supplementing ColorsDominant Colors

44 years
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Resources:

Whaleland is a heavy industry zone of Ether Island. The factories here are all owned by Korpo 
syndicate, and they mostly process metals from mines, but also manufacture goods for this world, and 
produce synthetic food. There is also a recycling plant, where poor people bring materials they collect 
on the streets.



Social:

Whaleland is home to the ordinary people of Metropolit. This place is a little safer than the three lower 
districts, and people here live simple lives, working in factories with no big life goals. They don’t really 
have a choice anyway. Real fun often happens on rooftops. This is also the first district where the 
police are doing their job.



Transport:

There is a special and fun way of moving between buildings - ziplines. This makes travelling through 
the district way more fun. As usual, this district also has Metro stations to other districts and some 
families here can afford older cars to move around.



District from opposite perspective:

Whaleland is very important to all the higher ranked citizens of Metropolit. Mainly because of all the 
factories that this district has and also because of the manpower. The only reason why police here are 
actually doing their job, is because factory owners need their “assets” able to perform their duties in 
the factories. No feelings at all.


district 7 whaleland
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This is a place where the real dystopian futuristic fun finally begins - you really can’t get enough of VR 
bars and clubs, holographic commercials are everywhere, offering pleasures of all kinds, brothels, 
strip clubs, casinos, cyborgs roam the streets and the temptations here are insane, just like everyone 
here. It’s the first district where you can make some real money. Gambling, dancing at the pole, 
owning properties such as casinos, bars, brothels, clubs etc. This is also a place where people come 
to watch and bet on fighters, as there is a huge organized combat scene here. They are organized and 
run by Midnight syndicate.



New Vegas has not always been a place to just have fun. Originally, this was THE Ether Island capital. 
Called DeCity, it was supposed to represent the idea, upon which Ether Island was based. Or better, 
the propaganda that was advertised by The Order to lure in new citizens. That is no regulation, no 
rules from authorities, no centralized government telling people what to do, even if it was for the good 
of the whole. But people who came here attracted by the promises of freedom were not exactly good 
at exercising self control. Things got out of hand pretty quickly. But everyone seemed pretty happy 
about it. At least the strong and arrogant ones. So slowly, as people were getting richer, they wanted 
to move away from here, but still kept their properties and renamed it New Vegas. It became a place 
of lust, pleasures, gambling, hazard and chaos. Many absolutely loved it, it was the kind of experience 
you would not come across in the old world anymore. Or ever. Freakin dangerous, you could go totally 
out of control and still meet a sicko laying even more waste than you were. Majority of people are high 
or wasted all the time. A lot of people here got addicted to DOGE, which gives you unbelievable sort 
of experiences when you are connected to virtual reality. Many of them become so entrapped they 
don’t want to come back, and spend all their time and money in the unreal world. This serves the 
syndicates just fine.



It’s a place where nobody really lives, where those who manage to get out of Whaleland working class 
misery get to taste the “real” fruits of Metropolit for the first time. And often than not end up on the 
sidewalks, robbed or dead. And then there are also those who come down here from richer districts to 
spend their money and to revel in the sick beauty of human decadence.


district 6 new vegas

Difficulty of Survival Quality of Life Average Citizen Lifespan

5.5/10 7/10

District Color Scheme Supplementing ColorsDominant Colors

55 years
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Environment:

Lights, neons, concrete, never-ending music, the sound of slot machines, coins falling, and people 
screaming with joy, glass, and holographic advertising everywhere. To make sure that everything is 
running 24/7 with minimal problems robots are serving you or holograms working instead of humans in 
casinos. There are small parks and trees planted alongside the main road leading through the whole 
district.



Resources:

The economy of Decentral Plaza is run by businesses such as nightclubs, bars, casinos, and brothels. 
There is also easy access to drugs of all kinds so people can stay awake all week long have the best 
times of their lives. There are no honest businesses but you can make some good money out of this 
place so do not hesitate.



Social:

New Vegas represents a place where poor fraudsters merge with millionaires and everyone wastes 
their money in the casinos. This is no place for families or quiet life but it sure is a place where you can 
lose 20 years of life in a few weeks.



Transport:

The most popular way of transport here is taxi service but you can find all kinds of crazy cars and 
vehicles that the rich people here like to show off. There are metro stations leading to other districts 
as well.



District from opposite perspective:

There are both rich and poor people coming to this city. The rich are either running the business here 
or came to have fun and spend money. he poor ones are here to win millions and with the vision of a 
brighter future but that's most likely not going to work out for them.


district 6 new vegas
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When you make it alive from New Vegas, this is a good place to catch some breath. It was settled by 
asian community at the beginning, and it kinda stayed that way. The offsprings of old Asia had kept 
their love for style, weird shit and technology. A lot of tech-freaks came in the first wave, and they just 
couldn’t wait to create some crazy cyber-hyped tech. Nyan is the first district where you can see 
hovercrafts, but it’s just old rusting boxes and you never know when one is gonna land on your head.



But people fly anyway, coz everyone wants to reach the level advertised tirelessly on the huge 
holographic commercials you just can’t escape from here. And pretty much anywhere on the island.

VR is the main form of fun and people spend hours trapped in virtual reality, that is just so much 
better, sweeter and more beautiful than the real world they came here for in the first place.



People consume doge in huge quantities here, and the gangs love it. Despite its name, Nyan Garden is 
no real garden at all. It is still pretty dirty, cats are everywhere, they shit everywhere, and some people 
even eat them, as it is one of the few sources of real meat. Cats and rats that is.



Environment:

The majority of people living here are of Asian origin and this is notable right away upon entering the 
district - you can see Chinese and Japanese architecture, decorations like lanterns, signs in Asian 
languages, and small markets on every corner with often crazy-looking unidentifiable goods. Garden 
is also a place of psychedelic art, design and street fashion. People here look weird, dress weird and 
are just downright odd.. Nyan Garden district possesses the last piece of forest on the island. It is a 
jungle that still hides creatures that used to live here before humans came.


district 5 nyan garden

Difficulty of Survival Quality of Life Average Citizen Lifespan

3.5/10 6/10

District Color Scheme Supplementing ColorsDominant Colors

54 years
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Resources:

It is also the only place that is actually doing some fishing. There’s not much fish left in the oceans, so 
the catches aren’t great, but this is the place where you can actually get real food. It’s very expensive 
though and most of it ends up in the 3 top districts. Only the small and not so delicious fish is left to 
be sold on the streets, and for a pretty high price as well. The economy here is based on labor still, 
and almost all businesses are owned by people not living here in the district. There are factories 
making luxurious goods, furniture, clothing, etc. People toil in them in pretty bad conditions for shit 
money, making pretty things they will never be able to afford, all the while watching the rich from 
Metropolit on the screens promising the future they know they’ll never have.



Social:

As mentioned above the majority of people here are of Asian origin. This influences also the social life 
and the culture here. Nyan Garden is run by multiple gangs that are following different beliefs, all 
coming from the old Terra. Due to these differences, it makes them hate each other. People here are 
highly counting on the gang that is covering their streets to defend them and their families.



Transport:

The most popular way of transport are flying taxis, but there are also many weird looking mopeds and 
motorized bikes. There is a subway and cars are becoming more and more common.



District from opposite perspective:

From the rich people's point of view, Garden is interesting because of the fresh fish, thet gets caught 
here.


district 5 nyan garden
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This is where the dream promised starts looking real. Here you can actually live a life. There are no 
houses but many apartment blocks, shopping centers and a university, school and sporting facilities, 
gardens and parks, restaurants and bars, offices… They are all equipped with very good technology, 
but not the top notch for sure. People here work mainly in offices doing administrative jobs or work as 
engineers in research centers on multiple projects to develop new technologies. Seems like a normal 
world, almost like the one many people left behind when they left the old world. But there’s something 
odd here, and you can just feel it.



Apart from the fact that this world is full of cyborgs, and many people here still prefer virtual reality 
experiences to the real ones. The place is covered with holographic temptations - it is a perfect place 
to sell the vision of the dream that lies even further beyond. Still.. Everyone here is mad chasing a 
concept, a vision, seemingly right at their fingertips, but elusive and unreachable like a rich and 
beautiful girl, knowing her game all too well. Because the goal is not to let more people into the upper 
three districts. That has always been a goal and it will stay like that.



Environment:

This district is a more futuristic part of Ether Island. There is finally some greenery in this town, 
everything is oh so pretty and clean and stylish and good looking, just like its citizens. Most of the 
buildings and their roofs are covered with grass, flowers, and trees.

There are also a lot of nice parks and an even lot of greenery in the interiors. Thanks to the rich nature 
there are a lot of smaller species living here and many people own pets.



Resources:

People here work for administrative companies, research centers, labs etc. They are developing all 
kinds of technologies here to make use of all the materials and parts being made in lower districts. 
One of them is synthetic food. So people here are making a good amount of money and almost no one 
is complaining. And also it's somehow lowering many fees.


district 4 shills

Difficulty of Survival Quality of Life Average Citizen Lifespan

2.5/10 7/10

District Color Scheme Supplementing ColorsDominant Colors

62 years
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Social:

This district is a nice home to financially secure families. The quality of life here is good and there are 
a lot of different jobs to choose from. The citizens enjoy socializing in the parks or city streets. But it’s 
all a trap because people here are part of a massive rat race and the only goal is to keep them trying 
hard to make it further, which almost none of them ever will. They have a university here, but its main 
purpose is to teach the youth whatever the propaganda wants them to believe.



Transport:

There are all kinds of transportation available in The Shills. Most of the families got their own cars and 
if not there is good accessibility of public transport everywhere around the district. There are also taxi 
services and metro stations leading to multiple districts. Flying cars are common.



District from opposite perspective:

This district is an entry point for reaching out to average and over average technologies. Players who 
neglected the research part will likely return here to make up for what they lost and build a research 
center. It is the next step after gathering and processing the resources from lower districts. Also, it's a 
great place with some serious manpower to open offices and gain some passive income out of them.


district 4 shills
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The Capital. Downtown. The technological utopia of futuristic luxury many came here to experience. 
The center of it all. Place of the wealthy, privileged and powerful. White-collar heaven, where all the 
maddest, greediest, narcissistic wizards of system abuse find a perfect playground to realize their 
dreams. With no oversight or law, this is a place where they can play gods. After the downfall of 
DeCity and the growth of population, the rich have moved their companies here. It is far enough from 
the craziness of New Vegas and close to District 1… Also everyone wanted to get away from the 
mountains of District 10, mostly after the infrastructure collapsed and Hackhunters started doing their 
mutilation experiments.



Metropolit now is a headquarters of companies owning most of the businesses in New Vegas, all the 
factories in Whaleland, research centers and offices in Shills. Here all those tycoons come everyday to 
think of ways to make even more CCASH, to wield even more influence. Very few make it here, but 
those who do don’t ever wanna leave, so the struggle for power is real and ruthless. Old Rome style. 
Killings and disappearances are common, so almost everyone has a personal guard, and mercenaries 
are one of the favorite goods here. Everyone greets you with a sinister smile. You can smell CCASH on 
the streets, this is the place where you can finally get real food in restaurants, real drinks in bars, and 
the clubs are mad. True cyber-rave stuff. Not everyone can participate though, the guest lists are 
really hard to get on. This is where the rich come to play, where celebrities come to have fun and 
show off.



Environment:

There’s a main street with all the skyscrapers and restaurants. But the whole district is full of futuristic 
looking buildings, glass, shapes, there are fountains and some greenery as well. It is full of 
advertisements and at night the city just doesn’t sleep.



Resources:

Ownership of pretty much all the companies is making a lot of money for everyone here. You can own 
properties here, production companies, but also restaurants and bars, which are abundant here, as 
this is the first district where you can get real food. Not everywhere and there’s not much of it, but it is 
here.



district 3 metropolit city

Difficulty of Survival Quality of Life Average Citizen Lifespan

1.5/10 8.5/10

District Color Scheme Supplementing ColorsDominant Colors

68 years
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Social:

This is not a place where you would actually live, but if you have make it here you for sure have money 
and power. All the heavy hitters in town make business here, and each of them comes here to seize 
the day. The place is also full of mercenaries and next-gen cyborgs. Many Metropolit residents are 
extremely shallow, always looking for ways to be noticed. An outrageous sense of style and fashion 
are very important to its citizens and they spend obscene money on attire. Everythigs sells amazingly 
here, as people have money - beauty operations, bio-enhancements, improvements. It goes to absurd 
extremities sometimes, but people love it even more. And above it all stands the propaganda coming 
from Arcadya.



Transport:

Expect the sickest, luxurious, most stylish vehicles with top-notch design and features. The same 
applies for roadies and hovers. Noone uses public transport here, this is only for people who come to 
work here from lower districts. Here the subway train ends. You cannot get to District 2 and 1 with any 
public transport system.



District from opposite perspective:

People from lower districts come here to do low-key jobs for the rich, and also many mercenaries. And 
those who work here live mostly in District 2.



district 3 metropolit city
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Get rich or die trying. If you have made it here, you did very, very well. This is a residential area of the 
wealthiest and most successful, filled with beautiful villas owned by rich families and celebrities, 
stylish boulevards with luxurious shops and restaurants, beauty clinics and high-tech medical labs. 
Here, you don’t work anymore. Here your only worry is what to dress and which beauty bio-
enhancement operation will be next. Everyone is superficial and anyone really doesn’t trust anyone, 
because if you have made it here, you sure as hell left some corpses behind. You can meet all the 
famous people in the streets here, all those who have made it, gang lords, celebrities, musicians, big 
business owners.



Environment:

Large luxurious villas, houses and apartments. The villas have huge fences covering their estates for 
maximal privacy and flying in this district is prohibited. These villas have huge gardens covered with 
all kinds of flowers, trees, and bushes with their personal gardeners taking care of them. There are 
many parks and pretty pretty places to hang out in. People here keep pets a lot, and sometimes you 
can see an exotic animal like a tiger. The district is connected with one street full of boutiques, beauty 
salons, plastic surgery and bio-enhancement clinics, pet clinics, tailors and so on. All those places that 
will make you more perfect, stand out or shock. There are also many art galleries.



Resources:

Surgeons and scientists are truly thriving here, and also everyone who is in the beauty business. But 
you can also own properties here and art galleries are a big source of income for artists and owners. 
There are also many venues like theaters and concert halls. One huge source of income are movie 
studios where all those propaganda movies are made.



Social:

The rich and successful live here. Nobody else has access to this place. People fro District 1 come 
here as well mainly to show off and to set new trends for others to follow. There are many celebrities 
here, famous people, influencers, CEOs, managers, top doctors.


district 2 metahills

Difficulty of Survival Quality of Life Average Citizen Lifespan

1.5/10 9.5/10

District Color Scheme Supplementing ColorsDominant Colors

74 years

? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Transport:

Pretty much the same as in Metropolit, as the majority of people living here actually work in 
Metropolit. Only hovercrafts are forbidden here for privacy reasons.



District from opposite perspective:

Like mentioned before, people from Arcadya sometimes come here to have some fun and to show off. 
You can’t really be here if you don’t work in Metropolit City.


district 2 metahills

? ?
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Heaven reached. Creme da la creme of Ether Island. Place of incredible wealth, this is the dream that 
was promised to all of those, who chose to believe it. It is home to the Order, the one that pretty much 
rules Ether Island, the one in charge of all the cyborg production plants, owners of AI technologies, the 
minds behind bio-enhancements, the ones setting the tone for the whole island.

These are the original inhabitants, the ones that came first, the prodigies of the first rebels, that 
started this new world and that didn’t want to conform to the rules set up by the planetary 
government. They came from big money, or most of them did, and being rich and powerful is all they 
ever wanted, so they devised a system that would keep it that way.



People that live here are in complete control. In control even of the syndicates, who have the 
impression that they are in control. And that is good, The Order doesn’t need the attention and 
affection of the masses. They are wealthy, live in big mansions and are guarded by cyborgs to protect 
them from mercenaries. Every now and then someone manages to break into Arcadya. They never 
make it out, but it is enough to keep the residents on edge. Here they have the best technologies, 
they are the only ones that actually eat fresh food, most of it coming from the Continent they so 
despise. And here they also produce propaganda, that is luring people from Terra to come and live a 
“free life on their own terms”. Only, they forgot to add, when everyone lives by their own terms it ends 
up in a survival of the fittest scenario.



They love to watch what is going on in the districts. There are hidden cameras all over the island that 
broadcast the life of real people, and Arcadyans watch and bet. It is their perfect reality show, only 
nobody in the city knows they are being watched in this way. Here’s where all the VR technology is 
created, and the level of it is insane. It is created for one and only purpose, for people to get addicted 
to it and lose themselves completely. When combined with doge, you’ve got a perfect money-making, 
misery-creating recipe.

district 1 arcadya

Difficulty of Survival Quality of Life Average Citizen Lifespan

1/10 10/10

District Color Scheme Supplementing ColorsDominant Colors

81 years

? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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They have an array of actors, cyborgs and professional fighters that go into the streets and do what 
they tell them to do. This is how they control what is happening. Fashion, art, beauty, style, they 
device and sell everything to people of the island. Celebrities living in Metahills are their main allies, 
they give them fame, fortune and much more, and they sell exactly what needs to be sold to the 
public to keep them always hungry and trying. And thanks to indigo, Arcadyans seem to also have 
found a recipe for immortality. Not entirely, but they live much, much longer than ordinary humans.



Environment:

Beautiful, luxurious, futuristic, clean, with a lot of light and greenery and water. Arcadyans are the only 
ones who have boats and yachts and use them, so there is a gorgeous port. The villas are big and 
spacious, as there aren’t that many people living here. Here they have the best technology ever, so 
fences aren’t necessary, all protection is unseen. But it is here.



Resources:

Part of all revenues made on the island comes here, as people here participate in everything that 
happens here, because they started it all. Creation of propaganda, of fashion, of style, of art and 
holograms, it all happens here. Also the VR technology and all other technology happens hare, 
including the best bio-enhancements and cyborg “production”. There is also a robot plant, where all 
the police robots are developed and produced.



Social:

Only the descendants of the settlers live here. Everyone belongs to the order. On some occasions, 
someone brings a person from a lower district, but usually only to have some fun. They choose the 
prettiest and most able citizens from lower districts and bring them over to mix with them, just to keep 
the blood fresh. They have robots for chores and all the work that needs to be done here.



Transport:

All kinds of cars, but with superb quiet technology. No subway, no buses, there are personal robotic 
automobiles that move people around.



District from opposite perspective:

Normal citizens can never get here. For many, Arcadya is just a fable, many don’t even believe it exists.


district 1 arcadya

? ?
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The thing is, nobody really knows where Ether Island actually is. Neither people who choose to come 
here, nor those living here. At the beginning it was a normal island somewhere in the Pacific, but it 
was getting too much “unrequired traffic”, and so it was decided to take it off the map. So to say.



Arcadyans, the prodigies of the pioneers who started The Order, worked closely together with some 
very powerful brujos and with help of certain substances and AI managed to find a crack in time and 
space. All connections with Terra had been suspended, and a portal was opened. That is why Ether 
Island cannot be found anywhere on the map of Terra, nor any other map.



The only way to get in is to pass via District 0. And only Arcadyans are in charge of the coordinates. 
But Metropolit is real. You will experience the realness of it as soon as you land in its docks. The 
moment you step out of the hovercraft you are bombarded with extremely aggressive commercials 
advertising THE LIFE in Metropolit… its power, bottomless shameless greed and wealth, artificial 
beauty and bio-enhancements, violence and decadent, sick fun. 



Everyone who wants to come to try their luck in Ether Island has to pass through District 0. This is 
the place where all stories begin. It’s a gate and a great lavish magnificent welcome for everyone 
who has decided they want to leave Terra forever. Goodbye Earth, long live Metropolit.

district zero

Difficulty of Survival Quality of Life Average Citizen Lifespan

No-Fight Zone 10/10

District Color Scheme Supplementing ColorsDominant Colors

N/A
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district zero
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MEDIC ASSAULT SUP PORT SPECIALIST

HEROES

This game is a hero shooter which means that you play as a hero of your choice. Each hero has his 
own class and is defined by his abilities and gadgets. The game has three syndicates tied to the 
story of Crypto Citizen - Hackhunters, KORPO and Midnight.

CLASSES

                          represents a primarily offensive role in the game



                            defensive experts whose main goal is the support of their teammates



                  empower their allies by healing, shielding, boosting damage, and disabling foes



                                experts in setting up their team up for success with various abilities

ASSAULT -

MEDIC -

SUP PORT -

SPECIALIST -
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Assault

Primary Weapon - Assault Rifle/Shotgun

Secondary Weapon - Pistol/Melee(Knife,Baseball bat)

TUNKAS

Dash - dashes character in a direction that he is facing

Undercover - immune to reveals and enemy radar detection

Backstory: Tunkas was even from beyond the 
Outerlands, if that’s altogether possible. He was 
a loner, a hunter, a scavenger, bow and arrow 
were his best friends. Not really interested or 
involved in the city life, except for selling his kill 
to the hungry citizens of the “Beyonds”... as he 
called the lands off the city limits. But then the 
Big Drought hit… It got so hot the birds he used 
to hunt were falling from the sky, baked alive 
and the deserts had become uninhabitable. He 
was forced into the city. 



He’s a great tracker, moves silently, knows how 
to evade being seen when he wants to, and his 
arrow never misses a target. Street animals are 
his only friends, and no one knows where he 
lives. He’s saving up to get a ticket away from 
this place. 



Personality: Stealthy, doesn’t speak much, 
doesn’t like loud music or people. Keeps to 
himself, for him money is just means to an end. 
Modest, humble, just, firm and strong. A true 
survivor.
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karma

Decoy - Hologram that copies your movement in the opposite direction to distract enemies

Escape - when downed, creates a copy of herself and gets invisible for a duration of time 
to get to safe space

Backstory: Karma is Dyor’s twin. They were 
born to a single mother that would've had a lot 
of problems raising them no matter what, and 
being born to Vaporwaves, things were just not 
good. They both learned how to steal from a 
very young age, and Dyor soon joined gangs. 
Karma didn’t want that. She always wanted a 
big career, and she loved dominance and 
violence, so she joined the military forces as 
soon as she could. Quickly she grew in rank, 
and arrogance. She became corrupt and was 
doing shady business with her brother, stealing 
huge amounts of CCash from the military. Her 
fall was sudden and devastating.



Colleagues jealous of her success and affluence 
plotted to bring her down, and hired an 
assassin, none other than Tonhy Messina. She 
escaped only thanks to an early intervention 
from her brother. Now Roxy is on the street as 
well, doing dirty jobs for CCash, growing in 
power.



Personality: Arrogant, powerlust, unforgiving, 
manipulative, vengeful. Loves dominance, 
violence and power, but also loves her mother 
and brother. Those are the closest people in the 
world for her, would do anything for them. 
Doesn’t give a damn about opinions of others, 
very confident.
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medic

Primary Weapon - Submachine Gun/DMR

Secondary Weapon - Pistol/Melee(Scalpel, Taser)

dr. min hae

Backstory: Min LOVED Eastern Bots. Born and 
raised here, she knew every corner, every little 
seller on the streets, she adored the lights, the 
colors. She also loved the nearby ocean, and 
the fact the Ocean was also in her name. She 
used to collect broken tech-ware from the 
streets and old stores, and slowly became really 
good at reassembling it. Animals living on the 
street were her other passion, she was always 
trying to fix, heal, and mend those that needed 
it. When she was a little older, she decided to 
study medicine.



These skills didn’t go unnoticed for too long, 
word of mouth travels fast in the gutters of the 
Bots. When yet another gang war for 
domination started raging, someone 
remembered Min Hae and her love for fixing 
“things”. And so Min found herself in heaven 
made of cyborgs torn to pieces and humans 
wounded so badly, she had her sleeves bloody 
up to her shoulders. 



Personality: Min is fun, easy, talkative, and a bit 
naive. She has an apartment full of animals, and 
she loves to chill and play video games with her 
boyfriend. She’s a true nerd, and behind those 
glasses hides a very intelligent person. She has 
some dangerous friends.

Re-cover - Places shield from her back on the ground. The 
shield unfolds and protects you from incoming projectiles

Field Medic - Reviving a teammate heals both of you for 
a significant amount
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the doctor

Immobilizer - Places shield from her back on the ground. The shield unfolds and protects 
you from incoming projectiles

Chem launcher - Switches immobilizer to Chem launcher that shoots gas grenades with 
nano bots in them that heal allies in the area of impact

Backstory: The Doctor wasn’t born on the 
island. His original name was Eugene Brooks, 
but no one who ever called him that is either 
alive.



He was his own first victim and creation. 
Eugene loathed himself back then, when he was 
still just a human being. It wasn’t his fault. But 
he hated himself nevertheless. Being the 
youngest kid of an extremely ambitious and 
cruel mother, his siblings bullied him all his life. 
Never having any real power, he looked to all 
the creatures around that were weaker than 
him. By the age of five he was killing all animals 
he was able to find, “dismantling” them. He 
would open them up, and study their bodies. It 
wasn’t long before he killed his first human. It 
was his mother. He was tired of her constant 
remarks. 



Eugene was obsessed with the concept of 
Frankenstein, an old movie he had seen a long 
time ago. Ha also wanted to merge technology 
with bodies and create his own monsters. He 
was trying his inventions on himself as well, and 
managed to prolong his life substantially. He 
decided Ether Island would be perfect for him. 
So he packed his bags, said farewell to.. Ehm no 
one, booked a ticket and left. 



He immediately fell in love with the toxicity, 
insanity and despair of South Moon. 
Hackhunters notices him pretty soon too. They 
shared a common passion for “science”, so to 
say.
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delta

Toxicity - Creates a cloud of gas that damages players and bans their vision. Outlines of 
the Enemies in the smoke gets highlighted

On the run - Gain increased movement speed when under fire

Backstory: Delta was a Shills girl. With all that 
comes with it. Wealthy family, good education, 
girls’ nights out on Fridays, holographic jams, a 
bright future, and loot of expectations from her 
parents. She was a promising tennis player, one 
of the best juniors in the city. Mama was so 
proud… Then Delta met Chuck. Everyone knew 
Chuck was a street kid, a thug, a bully. And 
what was worse, he wasn’t from The Shills. But 
Chuck showed Delta a very different part of the 
city, took her to street fights and drag races, 
and soon, she was hooked.



Now Delta is happier than ever. She realized she 
prefers throwing grenades to returning tennis 
balls, the sound of engines revving to a hum of 
a fine dining restaurant. And that making mama 
and daddy happy is not so much fun after all. 



Personality: Wild and fun, loves adrenaline and 
laughter, she has a big crew around her, very 
sociable. Still loves to do sports, which doesn’t 
make.
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Sup port

Primary Weapon - LMG/Shotgun

Secondary Weapon - Pistol/Melee(Hammer, Axe)

Thunder

Flash - Throws an electric flash grenade that flashes enemies with 
lightning bolts for a short duration and deals some additional damage

Lightning shots - When firing over 1 second continuously, shoots 
projectiles with electric effect slowing enemies down

Backstory: Evan Dahl is a proper citizen. Born 
and raised in the Shills, he went to study 
robotics and graduated from a university with 
honors. Local corporations were competing to 
bring him under their roof, and he had chosen 
Korp Robotics they paid the most. And so he 
continued to work properly and silently, bought 
a condo, a car and a boat. Only, Evan Dahl is 
living a double life. Under the surface, he’s a 
chaos-loving, thrill-seeking, danger-addicted 
edgy freak. Prowling the streets of Metropolit’s 
most sinister districts, he’s looking for trouble, 
for a fight, teaming up with fraudsters, outlaws, 
gangsters, and cyborgs. With those who love 
and hate the city for what it is - a violent, 
dangerous, industrial cyber dream come true. 



Personality: Dangerous, violent, he loves 
adrenaline and action, very smart. Doesn’t take 
life very seriously, doesn’t differentiate between 
good and bad, rich or poor, he’s a risk-taker who 
knows he can do whatever he wants.
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billy

Ballistic shield - takes out ballistic shield that blocks all incoming projectiles and damage. 
Can move around while holding a secondary weapon in one hand

Armor up - Spawns with ¼ of armor. Recharges this amount back on downing an enemy

Backstory: Billy was a rich kid of Cyberwood. 
Super popular and successful, turning 
everything he touched into gold. Billy was also a 
bully. Billy The Bully they used to call him, and 
he was always preying on the weak, weird, 
lonely. He was a sophisticated kind of bully, you 
could never be sure if he’s being nice or actually 
preparing for a sick joke.



Personality: Arrogant, selfish, mean. 
Narcissistic and manipulative, he is very good at 
making his own way in the world. He lost a little 
bit of that arrogance losing his face and status. 
He’s only helping others if it benefits him as 
well. No Mother Theresa really.
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vigo

Hacker vision -  When used, targets enemies in line of sight, after short delay disables all 
abilities of targeted enemies

Facing back - Vigo receives much less damage to his back thanks to strong armor

Backstory: Vigo’s life was a sad story. Born to 
an old hooker working in the filthiest sex pits of 
Vaporwaves, he didn’t wittness much kindness 
and love growing up. He was still a boy when his 
mother sold him to a corrupt and cruel ganglord 
for a few coins of CCash, to do with him as he 
pleased.



He did. He needed eyeballs for his new cyborg, 
so he took Vigo’s and kicked him out. The 
Doctor found him begging for food in the streets 
of Outerlands and decided to give him a new 
life. Vigo is a survivor. He soon realized the 
opportunity that came with his new “sight”. 



Personality: He understands loyalty and doesn’t 
forget, nor forgive. He avenges.
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Specialist

Primary Weapon - Submachine Gun/Sniper Rifle/Dual weapon

Secondary Weapon - Pistol/Melee(Katana,nunchaku)

lutra page

Backstory: Born to a young novice who had 
entered the Singularity Order, she was brought 
up by nuns, who treated her with love and 
kindness. But a religious order is a place of 
tough discipline and strict rules, and 
disobedience is punished. Lutra, a cheeky little 
savage, was punished a LOT. She never 
intended to walk in her mother’s shoes and 
when she was 15, she decided she was old 
enough to live by her own rules, and ran away. 
Lutra headed straight for Decentral Plaza. 



She soon became a top-notch dancer in one of 
Plaza’s strip clubs and learned how to outwit 
and rob men who came to spend their week's 
pay on the strip. When she gathered enough 
money, she went to see The Doctor. And 
became what she’s always dreamt to be. A 
mercenary. 



Personality: Lutra is cheeky, witty, smart, 
playful, and spirited, but also kind, a great 
dancer, and cat-like. She’s a player, somehow 
guys are crazy about her, and she likes that. 
She has an artistic soul and is very famous in 
the community.

Vortex mine - puts down a mine that creates a magnetic 
field pulling everyone in. Can be triggered remotely

---?
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zodiac

Wall Run - Zodiac is equipped with power boots and jets that allow him to run on walls

Third eye - When hitting an enemy reveals all enemies around in the area of effect

Backstory: An escapee from a Korpo cyborg 
lab, Zodiac was found in the sewers of South 
Moon, where Elektra would often send their 
recruits to look for “interesting stuff”. He was 
“dead”, or at least seemed to be. She managed 
to bring him back. Later he told her he managed 
to auto-short all his circuits and cause his 
system so much damage, they considered him 
‘retired’. But he waited. Zodiac simply didn’t 
wanna be a Korpo fighting slave. He wanted to 
do whatever the hack he pleased. Fate has a 
funny way of giving us exactly what we want, 
given we have the courage to burn all other 
bridges. And so Zodiac came to heaven and 
became one of Elektra’s mercenaries.

 

Personality: Zodiac is a hedonist. Enjoying 
every moment of his hard earned freedom, he is 
quick to laugh and joke around, but also quick to 
strike. Extremely intelligent and smart, he sees 
through all bullshit. Loves the noise, havoc and 
vanity of the city.
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karma

Camouflage - Makes your character invisible for a few seconds

Sharp - Your melee damage ignores enemy armor

Backstory: All that was left of Sakura’s humanity 
was consciousness. Native of Treasure Island, 
she was a daughter of the biggest mine owner 
in the City. Her family was obscenely rich. 
Sakura was a real beauty. She was used to 
being treated like a princess, with everyone 
doing as she pleased, satisfying her every lavish 
whim. Sakura was totally fucking bored. She 
became obsessed with body modification. 
Having all that money available to her, she soon 
became a trend-setter, with every rich girl in 
town desperately trying to be like her. 



She simply didn’t know when to stop… Her body 
became so incredibly pricey, the bio-technology 
in it so exquisite, she was kidnapped and 
literally ripped to pieces. Her father’s mercs 
found what was left of her. They gave her a new 
body, but she wasn’t the same. The experience 
completely transformed her. She left the island, 
and set on an avenge killing spree many felt 
very,very sorry for… 

She now lives her life at night, doing as she 
pleases, still faithful to her extravagant style. 
Only now, she doesn’t fear the streets. They 
fear her. 



Personality: Ruthless, cold-hearted, selfish, 
cruel, malevolent and beautiful, she wields her 
beloved Katana like no other. Doesn’t have 
friends, doesn’t need any, has a huge social 
media following.
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smiler

Blink - Teleports character to a location at which the player aims

Recharge - Recharge your ability upon downing an enemy

Backstory: Smiler came from what once was 
the British Isles, it was obvious from his accent, 
though he never spoke about it. One day he 
appeared in the Outerlands and it wasn’t long 
before he had made his way into the sewers of 
South Moon, to get a “beauty operation”. Soon 
he rose to fame as one hell of a getaway driver. 
He’s got a lot of thug friends in the streets and 
together they enjoy everything life in Metropolit 
has to offer if you’re young, cunny and vile.



Personality: He is always joking around and his 
tongue is insidious and cuts like a katana blade, 
which gets him into a lot of trouble. Luckily for 
him, he’s as good a fighter as he’s driver. Young 
with a lot of drive, loves to cause damage to 
society, mainly to the big corps.
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